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DiSCM is an advanced Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution designed to optimize and streamline 
your organization's supply chain operations. With our comprehensive suite of tools and features, you 
can effectively manage procurement, inventory, logistics, and demand planning, resulting in improved 
efficiency, reduced costs, and enhanced customer satisfaction.

Key Features:
1. Procurement and Supplier Management:
Streamline procurement processes from requisition to payment.
MManage supplier information, contracts, and performance.
Automate purchase order generation and supplier communication.

2. Inventory Management:
Optimize inventory levels and reduce carrying costs.
Track stock levels, locations, and movements in real-time.
Implement automated replenishment processes and demand forecasting.

3. Warehouse Management:
OptimiOptimize warehouse operations and space utilization.
Manage receiving, put-away, picking, and shipping processes.
Implement barcode scanning and RFID technologies for efficient inventory tracking.

4. Demand Planning and Forecasting:
Analyze historical data and market trends for accurate demand forecasting.
Collaborate with sales and marketing teams to create demand plans.
Optimize inventory levels and production schedules based on demand forecasts.

5. 5. Logistics and Transportation Management:
Streamline transportation planning and optimize routes.
Track shipments, monitor delivery status, and manage carrier performance.
Integrate with external logistics providers for seamless operations.

6. Supplier Collaboration and Visibility:
Collaborate with suppliers to improve order accuracy and delivery times.
Provide real-time visibility into supplier inventory and production schedules.
Enable efficieEnable efficient communication and collaboration through a secure portal.

7. Analytics and Reporting:
Gain insights into supply chain performance, costs, and efficiency.
Generate comprehensive reports and dashboards on key metrics.
Identify areas for improvement and make data-driven decisions.

8. Why Choose DiSCM-  Supply Chain Management System?
Streamline supply chain operations, reduce costs, and improve efficiency.
EnhanEnhance supplier collaboration and optimize procurement processes.
Optimize inventory levels and improve demand forecasting accuracy.
Gain valuable insights through analytics for informed decision-making.
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